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Acknowledging that technological advances
have failed to simplify our lives, Paul
Borthwick leads readers down an older path to
contentment--one that begins with saying "no"
once in a while.

Inner Simplicity
Using practical techniques that lead to real
change, the authors help readers examine
their values and prioritize their goals
through a series of exercises ranging from
simple tasks to soul-searching.

The Joy of Less
Get More out of Life with Less Effort You’ve
heard of people living “the good life.” They
always seem to have plenty of time, money,
and energy to fulfill their goals and dreams.
Their secret? A simple life. Pure and Simple
is based on the 80/20 principle and suggests
steps to simplify your life, accomplish more,
and increase the quality of your time and
efforts – all with less work! Inside, you’ll
learn how and why you should: - limit your
choices in everyday life. Discover four areas
of your life that can be greatly improved. declutter your physical and digital space.
This doesn’t mean living with less than 100
things. - use the golden rules of
simplification. Make decisions more quickly
and with less effort. - cut unnecessary time
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commitments. Have the time to reach your
goals and fulfill your dreams. - build a
positive outlook. Learn to overcome a
negative mindset to better enjoy your life.
All these suggestions are laid out to help
you shift away from the frustrating mindset
of “fixing” your life by working harder,
gaining more possessions, and holding on to
what’s truly limiting you in life. Each step
is supported with research by leaders in
psychology, behavioral studies, and
neuroscience as well as examples of real
habits by successful people such as Warren
Buffet and President Obama. Once you finish,
you’ll be better prepared to take your life
to the next level. You’ll be able to enjoy
the simplicity and ease of a life without
unnecessary and exhausting demands on your
time and energy. More importantly, you’ll be
able to stick to your simple, new habits
instead of defaulting back to complexity. Buy
the book now to accomplish more in less time
and get more joy out of life than you thought
possible. Keywords: do less get more, do less
be more, do less and achieve more, how to
simplify your life, simple living, simple
life, minimalism living, minimalist living,
how to live simply, accomplish your goals,
simplification, simplifying your life, more
with less, simple rules, work less make more,
work less do more, work less profit more, how
to declutter your life, unclutter, get rid of
clutter, organize your life
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Simplify Your Life
DISCOVER THE BEST WAYS TO SIMPLIFY YOUR
EVERYDAY LIFE WITH THE TIPS AND TRICKS INSIDE
THIS BOOK. Did you ever wake up in the
morning and find that you already have a
headache? Simplifying your life can help you
to overcome these problems and the book that
you are about to read will help you to do
just that and over the course of the chapters
contained in the book, I will be showing you
how you can make your life much more
productive while at the same time retaining
your sanity. Inside of '25 Ways To Simplify
Your Daily Life' heres what to expect -The
three essentials to simplifying -How to take
control of your daily routines -Start making
your ambitions and dreams a reality -Learn
how to start implementing these techniques to
achieve fast results -Plus much more ! So if
you're ready to transform your daily life
into a more simpler one then '25 Ways To
Simplify Your Daily Life' is the answer
you've been looking for!

Minimal
Isn’t it time you started treating yourself
with the same love, kindness and respect you
give the other important people in your life?
Domonique Bertolucci’s The Daily Promise
invites you to make small daily changes to
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the way you treat yourself – changes that
will inspire you, build your confidence,
nurture your self-esteem, increase your
happiness and ultimately leave you with more
energy to do what you want to do and be who
you want to be.
Based on the best-selling book The Kindness
Pact and its Eight Promises, this collection
of inspirational messages will leave you
feeling happy about who you are and the life
you live.
About the author: Domonique Bertolucci is the
best-selling author of The Happiness Code: 10
Keys to Being the Best You Can Be, and is the
closely guarded secret behind some of the
country’s most successful people. Passionate
about the getting the life you want and
loving the life you’ve got, Domonique has a
client list that reads like a who’s who of
CEOs and business identities, award-winning
entrepreneurs and celebrities, and her
workshops and online courses are attended by
people from all walks of life, from all
around the world.
Domonique helps her clients define their
personal happiness prescription and then
shows them exactly how to make it their
reality. Since writing her first book, Your
Best Life, in 2006, Domonique has become
Australia’s most popular life strategist and
happiness coach. More than ten million people
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have seen, read or heard her advice.
Domonique lives in Sydney, but her reach is
truly global. In addition to her Australian
clients, she has coached people in London,
Amsterdam, Paris, New York, Toronto,
Singapore and Hong Kong. Her weekly
newsletter Love Your Life has readers in more
than sixty countries. When she is not
working, Domonique’s favourite ways to spend
her time are with her husband and two
children, reading a good book, and keeping up
the great Italian tradition of feeding the
people that you love.

Simplify Your Work Life
In the paperback edition of this long-time
best-seller, motivational speaker Steve
Chandler helps you create an action plan for
living your vision in business and in life.
It features 100 proven methods to positively
change the way you think and act, methods
based on feedback from the hundreds of
thousands of corporate and public seminar
attendess Chandler speaks to each year. 100
Ways to Motivate Yourself will help you break
through the negative barriers and banish the
pessimistic thoughts that are preventing you
from fulfilling our lifelong goals and
dreams. Whether you're self-employed, a
manager, or a high-level executive, it's easy
to get stuck in the daily routines of life,
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fantasizing about what could have been. Steve
Chandler helps you turn that way of thinking
around, and make what could have been into
what can and will be.

Simplify Your Life with Kids
Practical wisdom on work, money, health, and
relationships The international bestseller
How to Simplify Your Life offers concrete
advice on achieving happiness in a time of
economic contraction and uncertainty. The
book explains, in seven steps, how to get rid
of unnecessary stuff and unload the burdens
of modern life--and points the way back to
what we know is important but have forgotten.
By following the path outlined in the book,
readers will learn to organize their time
(and their desks), change the way they think
about money, improve their health and
relationships, and find meaning in their
lives. The book shows readers how to:
Eliminate chaos in the workplace Cut back on
activities and slow down Get rid of money
hang-ups and get out of debt Balance private
life with career life Make room for
relationships

Candide
By living to glorify God, and letting go of
what lies behind, you have the power to
change your live. Meyer shows you one hundred
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ways to immediately improve your life, and
let God help you live a simple life.

Simplify Your Christmas
The author of Simplify Your Life offers a
path to the simpler life of mind and spirit
through meditation, solitude, making
spirituality a regular part of the day, and
getting in touch with your creativity.

Simplify Your Life
From author of The Happiness Code, Domonique
Bertolucci, comes a new book Love Your Life
showcasing a collection of uplifting messages
that will inspire you to discover your inner
(and lasting) happiness. A self-help,
motivational book that provides daily
affirmations to inspire happiness and control
over our lives. This book comes out of
Domonique’s online Monday Morning Messages
that drop into subscribers inboxes giving
them a weekly motivational boost. So popular
and well received are the instant messages
that this book, containing a full collection,
makes for a very positive and powerful
package. Combining famous quotes from
international thought leaders and
inspirational words from Domonique
highlighting ways we can integrate these
ideas into our lives to improve them day by
day, these are simple yet powerful messages
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that make a difference to the way you feel
about yourself and the life you wish to lead.
Here is a sample entry from the book: “The
true sign of intelligence is not knowledge
but imagination.” – Albert Einstein ~~~~~~~
Find the time to dream The real thing that
holds most people back is lack of
imagination, they simply can’t conceive of
the life they really want to be living. The
only real limit to your potential is your
imagination, so find some time to daydream
about what your life could be like and see
what your imagination can come up with.

The Daily Promise
Is it really possible to simplify your life?
The answer is a resounding "yes," if you know
the necessary steps to unclutter your life
and lifestyle. Get the inside scoop from
professional organizer Marcia Ramsland and
begin to solve your life management issues
like a pro. With fast-paced, step-by-step
instructions, Marcia walks you through
refreshing new ways to manage your daily
schedule, your life at home and at work, and
special seasons of your life such as
parenting, the holidays, and transitions.
Simplify Your Life reveals do-able tips and
practical systems using Marcia's trademark
"PuSH" Sequence?an acronym for Project, you
(the key component), System, Habit?which not
only gets you organized but help you stay
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that way. Tips include how to: Create the
illusion of a clean home in just minutes each
day Predict a pending time crunch . . . and
sail through it Dissolve any paper pile by
answering three key questions Power through
projects you never get around to Learn how to
put things back together when everything
falls apart Offering practical solutions
designed to change your life immediately,
this simplified style of living gives you and
your loved ones more time to do the things
you really enjoy?starting today.

Pure and Simple
“Reading this will lead you to a better
life.” —Dean Nelson, author of God Hides in
Plain Sight In The 100 Thing Challenge Dave
Bruno relates how he remade his life and
regained his soul by getting rid of almost
everything. But The 100 Thing Challenge is
more than just the story of how one man
started a movement to unhook himself from
consumerism by winnowing his life’s
possessions down to 100 things in one year.
It’s also an inspiring, invigorating guide to
how we all can begin to live simpler, more
meaningful lives.

Simplify Your Life
Candide is the picaresque tale of the titular
character’s fantastical journey from an
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insular, idealized life in a picturesque
castle through the difficulties and evils of
the real world. Satirical, comical, witty,
and cutting, Candide was widely banned in its
day for containing blasphemous and seditious
concepts. Despite that, it survived
controversy to become an important book in
the Western literary heritage. Today Candide
remains a breezy and darkly funny read. This
book is part of the Standard Ebooks project,
which produces free public domain ebooks.

Simplify Your Life
This collection of humorous life hacks
features 100 easy, low-commitment solutions
to the everyday problems of the twentysomething woman. Do you have a lot to do but
can’t seem to bring yourself to do it? The
Lazy Girl’s Guide to Life can teach you how
to get things done with as little effort as
possible. Learn to simplify your beauty
routine, keep up with your friendships, hack
the dating game, and get by in the corporate
world with these easy, low-commitment
suggestions. You’ll find over 100 solutions
to your most common problems, including:
-Smoothing out frosting on store-bought
cupcakes so they look homemade -Hiding dirty
dishes in a soapy sink before company arrives
-Washing and styling bangs (only) to avoid
the limp hair look -Faking it as a food
blogger to snag a dinner reservation -Reading
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the plot summary online before a book club
meeting With lazy girl–approved hacks that
range from humorous advice to quick fixes,
you’ll be able to find a temporary solution
to simplify your life in no time!

The Art of Simple Living
Love yourself. Love the planet. We are facing
an urgent climate crisis and we must all take
action now. However, it can be difficult to
know where to start when bombarded with
overwhelming facts and statistics every day.
We all want to make a difference, but what
can we do? Minimal makes simple and
sustainable living attainable for everyone,
using practical tips for all areas of
everyday life to reduce your impact on the
earth. Leading environmentalist Madeleine
Olivia shares her insights on how to care for
yourself in a more eco-friendly way, as well
as how to introduce a mindful approach to
your habits. This includes how to declutter
your life, reduce your waste and consumption,
recipes for eating seasonally and making your
own natural beauty and cleaning products.
Learn how to minimise the areas that aren’t
giving you anything back and discover a
happier and more fulfilled life, while
looking after the Earth we share.

The 100 Thing Challenge
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9 principles will allow even the busiest
people to get organized and move toward a
more stress free life. These simple ideas
will help anyone who has felt overwhelmed by
to-do lists, deadlines and chores. They will
transform your life into a picture of
efficiency! --From back cover.

A Year for You
Provides suggestions for eliminating
complicated, redundant, and unpleasant
obligations related to Christmas preparations
and celebrations

A Simplified Life
Joyce Meyer is one busy lady. Apart from the
normal demands of life, she teaches daily on
TV and radio, writes books, holds conferences
in dozens of cities every year and ministers
around the worldand she runs Joyce Meyer
Ministries. So she's had to learn how to make
the most of every minute of the day! In 100
Ways to Simplify Your Life, Joyce shares the
most effective secrets she's learned over the
years for making the most of each minute of
the day. In less than two pages per entry,
Joyce gives us eminently 'doable' tips that
are clearcut and well, SIMPLE. But they can
change your whole outlook, not to mention
your schedule.
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101 Ways to Simplify Your Life
A trio of popular inspirational self-help
guides--Simplify Your Life, Inner Simplicity,
and Living the Simple Life--explains how to
rid one's life of unnecessary clutter and
offers practical advice on how to slow down
and rediscover the things that truly matter.

Enjoy Your Age!
A new and accessible approach to minimalism
as a means to unburden your physical and
mental space. Minimalism is so much more than
decluttering. Find gratitude, richness and
value in your everyday life as you create
space for contentment, purpose and joy.
Minimalism is about living more mindfully.
It's about letting your life work smarter,
not harder. It's about releasing anything
that doesn't serve you, whether that be
clutter in your kitchen or your mind. It's
about connecting with what you hold as
valuable and designing your life around it.
In Simplify Your Life, Mary Conroy explains
how simplicity is the key. This book will
help you to make sense of your choices, to
put you back in control of your life.
Minimalism is not just for nomadic
entrepreneurs or burnt out CEOs. It's for
you. This practical guide is for anyone who
wants to: · liberate themselves from the cost
of their clutter · cut down on waste and
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consume consciously · spend more time with
the people they love · stop scrolling
aimlessly through the day · return to a point
of mental clarity · Simplify Your Life will
help you to do all that, and more.

Less is More
The Wall Street Journal business bestseller
with over 50,000 copies sold! The true secret
of high achievers is that they know how to
find their "focal point" - the one thing they
should do, at any given moment, to get the
best possible results in each area of their
lives. In Focal Point, Tracy brings together
the very best ideas on personal management
into a simple, easy-to-use plan. Focal Point
helps readers analyze their lives in seven
key areas and shows them how to develop
focused goals and plans in each. This bestselling guide provides timeless truths that
have been discovered by the most effective
people throughout the ages, answering
questions like: * How can I get control of my
time and my life? * How can I achieve maximum
career success and still balance my personal
life? * How can I accelerate the achievement
of all my goals? Focal Point shows readers
how to develop absolute clarity about what
they want, and how they can achieve supreme
satisfaction, both personally and
professionally.
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Living the Simple Life
Despite an innate desire to live peaceful and
happy lives, many of us spend too much time
in struggle and stress rather than enjoyment,
often working to make others happy while
forgetting about ourselves. In A Year for
You, author and clutter-clearing expert
Stephanie Bennett Vogt explains the Spacious
Way, a method that teaches you how to gently
release the underlying causes of stress,
struggle, and overwhelm. The focus is on 5
things: Slowing down Simplifying Sensing
Surrendering Self-care This book helps you
nourish your life and clear any physical,
mental, emotional, or energetic clutter for
good. The result is a quieter mind, a clearer
home, and a gentler, holistic understanding
of the underlying causes of clutter and
stress.

365 Ways to Live Cheap
Bring Minimalism to Your Home, Work, and
Relationships Discover how to apply the
minimalist mindset to every aspect of your
life by changing the way you think about your
home, career, relationships, family, and
money. The Minimalist Way will help you take
it one step at a time with simple exercises
and activities. Ease into minimalism at your
own pace and learn how to let go. Filled with
practical philosophy and easy-to-use
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strategies for removing unnecessary
distractions and stress, this is the
essential guidebook for anyone looking to
clear out their physical, mental, and
emotional clutter. The Minimalist Way
includes: MINIMALIST PHILOSOPHY_outlines the
principles of minimalism and shows you how to
define the practice to fit your life. THE
MINIMALIST LIFESTYLE_teaches you how to apply
minimalism to your spending, food, clothing,
family, leisure time, work, and more. REAL
SOLUTIONS_that help you spend time and energy
wisely, including checklists, activities, and
troubleshooting tips. Live simpler. Live
better. Live minimalism.

100 Ways to Motivate Yourself
Use cold water for most clothes washing and
save up to $63 a year. Minimize your carload
and reduce your gas mileage by as much as 5
percent. Invest in a deep freezer and fill it
up with meat discounted at 30 percent or
more. Take a look at your life and you'll
realize that there's almost always a way to
make do on less. This book offers up a bevy
of ways to cut down on costs and still enjoy
a satisfying lifestyle in any situation. From
practicing good gas conservation habits to
learning to love leftovers, this book will
help every aspiring penny pincher stop the
unnecessary spending and find the fun in
frugality!
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The Simplicity Reader
For everyone who is overwhelmed by the
increasing demands in their lives, here is
the ideal guide for slowing down and finding
peace of mind. In separate chapters covering
career, household, health, social, finance,
and personal affairs, this thought-provoking
book offers one hundred proven, practical
steps for creating a simple but elegant
lifestyle.

100 Ways to Simplify Your Life
100 Great Ideas to Simplify Your Life
inspires you to embrace true simplicity—a
life lived in harmony with the heart of God.
You'll discover how even the smallest act of
living more simply will help you savor your
precious life and see God's grace unfolding
in every moment of your day. The 100 Great
Ideas series provides encouragement, advice,
and practical tips in areas where people
experience their greatest heartfelt needs—
handling stress, coping with tough
situations, simplifying life, getting
organized, being a good friend, and spending
time with God. These books are great for
those who seek quick and accessible advice,
and those who need encouragement while
working through life's issues.

How to Simplify Your Life
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Explains how to organize a home in a few
minutes each day, covering closets, junk
drawers, mail, periodic tasks, and daily
routines.

Simplify Your Life
Finally available as an eBook. If you've
thought about simplifying, but don't know
where to begin, LIVING THE SIMPLE LIFE is the
blueprint you need. And if you've already
started to simplify, it will give you new
insights and ideas for what to do next on
your journey to a more balanced, peaceful
life. In these pages, you'll discover how
simplifying your life will: Give you more
time to play and relax Make you more
productive at work Unleash your creativity
and open up new possiblities Free up time for
you to face the challenges you've been
avoiding Scale down. Enjoy More.

The 50 Best Ways to Simplify Your Life
Bring balance to your days with these smart,
sensible tips—and stop your job from taking
over your life. Elaine St. James’ millionselling Simplify series has taught the world
how to start doing less and enjoying it more.
Now Elaine teaches us to balance one of
life’s most difficult areas: the work world.
Filled with helpful advice and profoundly
smart suggestions, this book shows us big and
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small ways to scale down and simplify life on
the job, such as: · Breaking the habit of
bringing work home from the office ·
Estimating the time it will take to complete
a project, then doubling the estimate ·
Cutting back on the amount of time you spend
working · Learning how to make the right
decisions quickly Written in the same upbeat,
relaxed, and matter-of-fact tone that won
millions of readers to the simplicity
movement, Simplify Your Work Life comes from
the syndicated weekly columnist carried in 50
newspapers nationwide and read by more than
two million fans each week. “Plenty of sound
advice.” —Booklist

Simplify
aDo you ever feel overwhelmed, instead of
overjoyed, by all your possessions? Do you
secretly wish a gale force wind would blow
the clutter from your home? If so, it's time
to simplify your life! The Joy of Less is a
fun, lighthearted guide to minimalist living.

Grace, Not Perfection Study Guide
Simplicity expert Elaine St. James, author of
"Simplify Your Inner Life", has a solution
for beleaguered parents everywhere. "Simplify
Your Life with Kids" offers practical, downto-earth advice for the vital, timedemanding, perplexing issues that all parents
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face. St. James explores such topics for
simplifying family life as making mealtime
fun, stopping tantrums, establishing a simple
bedtime routine, and more.

Soulful Simplicity
Focal Point
Courtney Carver shows us the power of
simplicity to improve our health, build more
meaningful relationships, and relieve stress
in our professional and personal lives. We
are often on a quest for more—we give in to
pressure every day to work more, own more,
and do more. For Carver, this constant
striving had to come to a stop when she was
diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis (MS).
Stress was like gasoline on the fire of
symptoms, and it became clear that she needed
to root out the physical and psychological
clutter that were the source of her debt and
discontent. In this book, she shows us how to
pursue practical minimalism so we can create
more with less—more space, more time, and
even more love. Carver invites us to look at
the big picture, discover what's most
important to us, and reclaim lightness and
ease by getting rid of all the excess things.

Love Your Life: 100 ways to start
living the life you deserve
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Do you want to simplify the demands on your
time, energy, and resources? Do you have
complicated responsibilities, overwhelming todo lists, and endless clutter leaving you
feeling overwhelmed? What if you could clear
the clutter once and for all? Bestselling
author and entrepreneur Emily Ley can help
you make space for what matters most. In A
Simplified Life, you'll find: Emily's
realistic strategies, achievable systems, and
methods for permanently clearing the clutter,
organizing your priorities, and living
intentionally 10 key focus areas--from your
home and meal planning, to style and
finances, parenting, faith life, and more
Tactical tools to help you with your family,
increased work demands, and daily household
routines Gorgeous photography and meaningful
quote callouts A Simplified Life is for:
Mothers wanting to create a more intentional
lifestyle by reducing clutter Anyone
struggling with organizing schedules and
keeping up with multiple to-do lists Mother's
Day, National Best Friend Day, birthdays, and
holiday gifts

The 8 Minute Organizer
More than 1,000,000 copies in print! The more
complex life becomes, the more people crave
simplicity. Whether it's in your work,
relationships, health, finances, or leisure
time, North America's simplicity expert
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Elaine St. James can help you learn to unwind
and improve the quality of your life. If
you're feeling over-powered, overextended,
and overwhelmed, SIMPLIFY YOUR LIFE is the
antidote, providing one hundred proven,
practical steps for creating a simple and
satisfying way of life.

How to Organize Your Life, Mind and
Home
In his follow-up to 50 Things Your Life
Doesn't Need, Sam Davidson offers timely tips
to help you simplify your life to discover
what's truly important. Using tips from
experts, the latest research, and ideas from
people around the world, Davidson shows how
anyone can live a simpler life - one that's
stress-free and brings happiness. Simplify
Your Life encourages you to examine your life
to find what it is that brings happiness and
then helps you find ways to make room for
more of it. Davidson also offers personal
anecdotes from his own life - both humorous
and serious - to demonstrate how he kept
things simple while writing a book, running a
company, starting another one, becoming a
father, and traveling around the U.S. After
reading this book, you will be able to better
prioritize your life in order to stay
balanced and happy, all by finding how to
make things simpler and easier to manage.
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The Minimalist Way
"Does for mental clutter what Marie Kondo has
done for household clutter." --Publishers
Weekly Relax and find happiness amid the
swirl of the modern world with this
internationally bestselling guide to
simplifying your life by a Japanese monk who
embodies the wisdom of Zen. In clear,
practical, easily adopted lessons--one a day
for 100 days--renowned Buddhist monk Shunmyo
Masuno draws on centuries of wisdom to teach
you to Zen your life. Discover how . . . *
lining up your shoes after you take them off
can bring order to your mind; * joining your
hands together in gassho can soothe
irritation and conflict; * putting down your
fork after every bite can help you feel more
grateful for what you have; * understanding
the concept of ichi-go ichi-e can make
everyday interactions more meaningful; *
immersing yourself in zazen can sweep the
clutter from your mind; * planting a flower
and watching it grow can teach you to embrace
change; * practicing chisoku can help you
feel more fulfilled; * going outside to watch
the sunset can make every day feel
celebratory. A minimalist line drawing
appears opposite each lesson on an otherwise
blank page, giving you an opportunity to
relax with a deep breath between lessons.
With each daily practice, you will learn to
find happiness not by seeking out
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extraordinary experiences but by making small
changes to your life, opening yourself up to
a renewed sense of peace and inner calm.

The Lazy Girl's Guide to Life
Less is more is a collection of inspirational
messages and advice that encourages the
reader to enjoy life more by living a little
more simply. Trying to do it all, be it all
and have it all is exhausting — and all too
often, people find themselves asking ‘what
was it all for?’ The sad conclusion for so
many is that the things they pushed
themselves to do and have were never that
important. Less is more shows the reader how
to find more time and energy to enjoy the
things that really do matter. It invites the
reader to make small, simple changes in the
way they live, like learning to say no and
embracing silence; changes that will simplify
their life and leave them feeling relaxed and
happy, instead of stressed and overwhelmed.

100 Ways to Simplify Your Life
As a busy wife, new mother, business owner,
and designer, Emily Ley came to a point when
she suddenly realized she couldn't do it all.
She needed to simplify her life, organize her
days, and prioritize the priorities. She
realized that she had been holding herself to
a standard of perfection, when what God was
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really calling her to do was step into his
grace. In this four-session video-based study
(DVD/digital video sold separately), Emily
describes the journey that led to her
pursuing a simpler life—one that allowed her
to breathe, laugh, and grow—and provides ways
for others to simplify their lives. She
reminds each of us that God abundantly pours
out grace on us, and because of this, we can
surely extend grace to ourselves. This
message is for everyone who has been trying
to do it all only to burn out. As Emily
writes, "You don't have to be perfect to
embrace grace. Grace is free—for imperfect
and unworthy people like you and me. God
wants us to love big and feel deeply alive,
free from the traps of perfection and
comparison. The truth is, if we take care of
ourselves like we're nurturing everyone else,
shower love on our people, and pursue the
things that make us feel deeply alive,
perfection won’t sound so necessary, and reallife joy will find us in the beautiful mess
of it all." Sessions include: Let Go of the
“Perfect Life” Surrender Control Build True
Community Live in God’s Grace Designed for
use with Grace, Not Perfection Video Study
(sold separately).
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